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New Book Studies Egypt’s Modern 

History Through the Production of 

Its Number One Beer, Stella

Egypt’s Beer: Stella, Identity, and the Modern State

By Omar Foda 

The University of Texas Press, 2019

BY MICHAEL TEAGUE

When we think of the last 150 years of Egyptian history, 

the fi rst things that come to mind tend to be the 

following: the struggle against British imperialism, the music of 

Um Kulthum and Sheikh Imam, the cinema of Yussef Chahine, 

Gamal Abdel Nasser, Arab nationalism, Arab-Israeli wars, Sayed 

Qutb, the Muslim Brotherhood, Anwar Sadat, the Camp David 

accords, the infi tah, Tahrir Square and the revolution of 2011 

that brought down Hosni Mubarak, and the counterrevolution of 

“President” Sisi. Given that Egypt is one of the oldest and most 

populous countries in the Arab world, it is unsurprising that this list, 

replete with events of great import, is hardly a comprehensive one.

It is notable when a book comes along that succinctly 

covers so much of the sprawl of Egypt’s cultural, political, and 

economic history, especially when it does so using the subject of 

beer. With his recent volume “Egypt’s Beer: Stella, Identity, and 

the Modern State,” author Omar Foda has produced just such a 

remarkable volume. Foda, a Ph.D in Near Eastern Languages 

and Civilizations, is uniquely placed to tell this unexpected 

tale, as his grandfather served for 20 years, from 1965 to 1985, 

as the head of Al-Ahram Brewing, the company that produced 

Stella-brand beer for the greater part of the 20th century.

While the Stella brand is no longer as ubiquitous as it once 

was, for many decades it dominated domestically produced beer 

in Egypt, and became a cultural phenomenon and even a symbol 

of social status and national pride. Using archival records found 

in Egypt, Europe, and the United States, Foda demonstrates how 

interwoven the brand’s history is with the history of Egypt itself.

The beer market was mostly imported into the country in the late 

1800s by European business interests looking abroad, particularly 

at colonial territories, for new streams of revenue. By the 1920s, 

they had settled in Egypt in the form of two companies, Crown 

and Pyramid, both of whom would share the Stella brand until 

their consolidation and eventual nationalization in the 1960s as the 

Al-Ahram Brewing Company. Beer was not a traditional Egyptian 

alcoholic beverage, but the introduction of brewing technology, 

standardized manufacturing processes, and, of course, marketing 

techniques from Europe would lay the foundation for what was to 

become a commercially successful and fully Egyptianized product.

The success of Stella rested in the stringent quality standards 

of its manufacturers, as well as the growing interest in “modern” 

European styles, habits, and consumer goods. But politics also 

played a major role, particularly with the rise to power of Gamal 

Abd-al Nasser. The push to nationalize Egypt’s economy – 

carried out clumsily in many sectors – ended up favoring Stella 

by solidifying its place as both a consumer product and national 

symbol. The brand enjoyed this status until the mid-1980s. Cultural 

trends, mainly in the form of the gradual Islamization of society, 

and economic trends in the form of the gradual neoliberalization 

of the economy, saw the company enter a period of steep decline.

Foda’s book is admirably concise. In less than 200 pages, 

the author provides not only a detailed account of the history 

of Stella beer (a history that begins sometime around 1880 and 

ends at the present day), but also uses that account to walk the 

reader through some of the more consequential developments 

in modern Egyptian history. “Egypt’s Beer” will be of 

interest to a wide cross-section of students and researchers of 

history, economics, politics, and culture, particularly in its 

understanding of how these elements intersect one another.AJ

Faith, Hope and Diversity in Chicago: 

New Novel Tells Second Generation 

Palestinian Story of Loss, Bigotry 

and Renewal

The Beauty of Your Face

By Sahar Mustafah

W. W. Norton & Company, 2020

BY LYNNE ROGERS

Sahar Mustafah’s debut novel “The Beauty of Your Face” 

reaffi rms the artistic blossoming of Palestinian American 

literature in spite of America’s political climate. The story 

follows a family who escaped the violence of the Occupation 

only to fi nd an unsettling refuge in the States, leaving the second 

generation to face another wave of violence in our schools. 

Mustafah’s realistic novel deals with gender and generational 

issues, discrimination and gun violence, while showing extreme 

sensitivity towards all her characters; both perpetrator and 

victim, the immigrant and the disenfranchised white boy. Her 

description of her protagonist Afaf’s discovery of the solace 

of Islam cannot fail to move even the hardened disbeliever.  

The novel begins in the Nurrideen School for Girls where 

Afaf serves as the proud principal, and where girls take on the 

hijab to assert “their collective identity to the world” and careers 
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“glittered on the horizons of their young lives more brilliantly than 

diamond rings.” While Afaf takes a moment to prayer, she hears 

“the sounds of fi recrackers” only to fi nd herself face to face with 

a school shooter. Mustafah deftly uses this moment to catapult 

the reader into the past that leads to this dramatic confrontation. 

Afaf’s parents married and immigrated to the States where they 

had two more children despite their fi nancial and marital problems. 

Her mother never got over leaving the homeland and when her 

eldest daughter, Nada, runs off with a boy leaving no word, the 

mother can barely function. Her husband, the charming musician, 

escapes into his art, other women, and alcohol. Neither parent 

shows any sign of religious belief and Nada, like many second 

generation daughters, complains that “We’re Americans but they 

(her parents) don’t want us to act like it.” Afaf who has “become the 

sister of the girl who disappeared” and left isolated, experiments 

with confused teenage sex which only increases her lack of self 

yet mediated by the wonderful magic of reading. While “The 

Beauty of Your Face” remains a novel for adults, I would gladly 

hand a copy to every young Arab American female teenager.AJ

‘Writings on the Wall’: 

Love and Death Under Apartheid

Writings on the Wall: Palestinian Oral Histories

By Thomas Suárez

Olive Branch Press, 2020 

BY ANGELE ELLIS

A young woman, in black pants and tunic and wearing a 

blue headscarf, is walking toward a monumental cement 

barrier. Its lower part is covered in layers of colorful graffi ti, in both 

English and Arabic, above which hang a series of scrolls. The top 

of the barrier is cut off in this perspective, but one can imagine its 

immensity. Also left to the imagination is what this woman – her 

noonday shadow a small stain at her feet – will do when she reaches 

the massive structure. There is no way for her to get around it. 

This is the cover of “Writings on the Wall: Palestinian Oral 

Histories,” in which writer and musician Thomas Suárez combines 

a brief, illustrated, and impassioned history of Palestine with 

dozens of one-page oral histories or testaments, ranging from heart-

warming to gut-wrenching, collected by Bethlehem’s nonprofi t 

Arab Educational Institute (AEI) from Palestinian men, women, and 

children living under oppression that affects every aspect of their lives. 

These are the scrolls seen in this book’s cover photograph, hanging 

from Israel’s “separation barrier” or “Apartheid wall” (depending on 

whose narrative is describing it) and commonly known as “the Wall” 

– 29 feet or nine meters high in places, topped with barbed wire.

When I lived in Bethlehem [writes Suárez], I taught at Palestine’s 

National Conservatory of Music, which lay on the other 

side of a formidable Israeli military checkpoint. To get to the 

checkpoint, every day I would follow “the Wall” … As I walked, 

I would peruse the ever-changing resistance art and tourists’ 

political graffi ti, for which the Wall has served as a canvas.

But the Wall had also become the vehicle for something 

unexpected: a series of large posters, each containing a brief 

oral history from one of the millions of people silenced by the 

“confl ict.” Reading and rereading them one day to the next, 

I began to see the posters as explanatory plaques mounted 

on museum walls, as though Israel’s Wall were that of a vast 

museum encompassing the 2,148 square miles (5640 square 

kilometers) of the West Bank, and the posters were the museum’s 

labels, explaining its two and a half million living artifacts. 

Like AEI, whose goal is to strengthen Palestinian summud 

(steadfastness) in the service of a just peace, Suárez wants not 

merely to document but to educate, to move hearts and minds to 

understand Palestinian lives. The oral histories are divided into 12 

sections: Love and Death, Memories of 1948 & 1967, First Intifada: 

Passive Resistance, Second Intifada: Active Resistance, The 

Apartheid Wall, Checkpoints, Daily Life, School, Sickness, Faith 

and Community, Dreaming, and Happiness as Resistance. They are 

signed by fi rst name and town only. Each one shines a brief light into 

a defi ning incident of an individual life hemmed in by cruel realities. 

(This review only can excerpt a few of them.) In “Love,” Ellen from 

Beit Jala describes her son’s tragic love affair with a young woman 

from Jerusalem, who then became fatally ill, and its aftermath: 

…She put in her will that she wanted my son to carry her coffi n at 

the funeral. He tried to get a permit to do this but was denied. He 

decided to go to Jerusalem without a permit. The Israeli soldiers 

caught him, beat him badly and put him in prison for thirty days.

He missed the funeral.

He had a nervous breakdown and was ill for two years.

In “Donkey to Prison,” Hind from al-Walaja village – named 

for a village lost in the Nakba in 1948 – describes her farmer’s 

son humiliation by Israeli soldiers, a theme of many histories:

…This winter he was carrying fi rewood home to us. The Israeli 

soldiers stopped him and made him stand in the rain until 

nightfall. They took his donkey and told him they were taking 

his donkey to prison.

In “Too late,” one of numerous stories about medical 


